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Drug Offence [Drug Misuse and Trafficking Act: DMTA]
I Summary Offences

Penalty for summary offences s21: 2 years and/or 20 penalty units
S 10 Possession of drugs ·S10(1): A person who has a prohibited drug in his or her

possession is guilty of an offence
·S10(2): Not unlawful if exception applies：
(license/authority/research/direction/care)

S 11 Possession of equipment
for administration of
prohibited drugs
[strict liability]

·S11(1): A person who has in his or her possession any item
of equipment for use in the administration of a
prohibited drug is guilty of an offence
·s11(2): Defense: by medical persons or authorized
[s11(1A): not apply to a hypodermic syringe or needle]

S 11A Sale, supply and display
of waterpipes and ice
pipes(bong)

·S11A(2): sell/ supply(commercial transaction)
·S11A(3): display in/near a shop, defence: unless no
commercial purpose
·S11A(4): it immaterial that the waterpipe or ice pipe was
used or intended to be used for a purpose other than the
administration of a prohibited drug.

S 11B(a) Possession of tablet press
or drug encapsulator

·S11B(1): A person who has in his or her possession a
tablet press or drug encapsulator is guilty of an offence.
·Defence: excuse -refer to s10(2)

S 11C Possession of instructions
for manufacture or
production of prohibited
drugs (documents)

·S11C(1): A person who has in his or her possession a
document that contains instructions for the manufacture or
production of a prohibited drug is guilty of an offence.
·Defence: license/authority/research/excuse

S 12 Self-administration
【strict liablity】

·S5: definition of Administration: ingestion[ 摄 入 ],
injection [注射] and inhalation[吸入]
·S12(1): A person who administers or attempts to
administer a prohibited drug to himself or herself is guilty
of an offence.

S 13 Administering to others ·S13(1): A person who administers or attempts to
administer a prohibited drug to another person is guilty of
an offence.
·S13(2): Defence: license/authority by Department of
Health

S 14 Permitting another to
administer prohibited
drugs

·S14(1): A person who permits another person to
administer or attempt to administer to him or her a
prohibited drug is guilty of an offence
·S14(2): Defence

S 15.16.17 Prescription offences ·S15: Forgery (伪造) or fraudulent manipulation of a
prescription
·S16&17: Attempt to obtain a drug or obtaining a
prescription by false representation, including faked
sympotoms(症状)
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Possession
A. Actus Reus: Exclusive Physical Control

Filippetti: (India hemp-marjuana, concealed in a plastic bag of a chair in a lounge room, with 6
occupants)
- To prove exclusive physical control, the prosecution needs to eliminate the possibility that the

drugs are in the possession of another person.
Dib: (Heroin wrapped in foil sitting in a vase on the top of a fridge, the accused, his wife, daughter and
three other persons- The couple acknowledged finally)
- The physical control can be shared. But the prosecution must prove that they all have the legal

right to exclude all other persons.
Delon: (hide drugs in a public place)
- Hiding drugs in a public place still amounts to possession as long as the person has the exclusive

physical control, which means others are unlikely to discover these drugs except by accident.

B. Mens Rea: Intention to control & awareness of the likelihood of the drug
He Kaw Teh: (charged in importing drugs in the airport, don’t know)
- The prosecution must prove beyond reasonable doubt that the accused (Condition 1)knew of the

existence and nature of prohibited drugs OR (condition 2)knew likely existence or likely nature
of the drug

Baird: (interruption of condition 1)
- It is enough if the prosecution proved that the accused believed that the substance in question is

the prohibited drug.
Saad: (interruption of condition 2)
- Actual knowledge is not required. Brief, falling short of actual knowledge would still sustain the

inference of intention.
- Awareness of the likelihood of the substance in question in his possession is a narcotic drug.
Lau: (possession of prohibited drugs more than a commercial quantity).
- Knowing either of the existence or the likely existence of the item in question and aware that there

was a significant or real chance that it could be the prohibited drug.
Amanatidis: (police found heroin in the accused’s car(he had key), daughter can access to car and
drove the car on previous night)
- The accused had the exclusive physical control because of key[distinguish from Filipetti]
- There is no reasonable hypothesis for the telling of the lies would implicate the appellant in the

possession of heroin.

C. Minute Quantities
Williams: (fragment of leaf in pocket, too small to extract any useable quantity)
- The concept of possession does not contemplate a minute quantity incapable of discernment by

the naked eye and detectable only by scientific means.
Paul v Collins Jnr: (possession of tablets and powder containing a prohibited drug, weight 0.47g)
- A sufficient knowledge of the presence of the drug is a necessary mental element of the

possession.[He Kaw Teh]


